**LANDSCAPE EDGING INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

**FOR TRADITIONAL AND SCALLOP LOOKS**

**Required Tools:**
- Spade
- Mallet
- Edger/Trencher (optional)

1. Score the ground along the desired layout creating a vertical wedge at the desired depth.

2. Insert edging and hammer anchoring stakes (included) along installation. For typical installations use a suggested minimum of one stake every 4'. Additional stakes available and sold separately.

3. Backfill edging continuously to ensure straight lines, compacting both sides.

**HELPFUL TIPS**

- **PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR:** During installation it is recommended to wear protective eyewear.
- **WEAR GLOVES:** Gardening or work gloves are recommended when handling.
- **STAKE INSTALLATION OPTIONS:** Customer can decide to install the stake on either the front or backside of the edging.

**SMOOTH TOP EDGING SIDE UP**

- Use for a traditional, clean line look

**SCALLOP TOP EDGING SIDE UP**

- Use for an innovative, decorative look